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ABSTRACT
An analysis was made to investigate variable geometry concepts for
guide vanes and stators that can increase the stable operating range of
low hub/tip ratio compressor stages. A variable geometry inlet guide vane,
a rotor, and two variable geometry stator configurations were designed for
test in a 0.5 hub/tip ratio single-stage compressor rig. Vector diagrams
and the required blading geometries were defined for design point, axial-
inlet operating conditions, and for off-design operation at 70% of design
equivalent rotor speed. Compressor inlet screens to provide radial and
circumferential distortion were also designed.
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SUMMARY
An analysis was made to investigate variable geometry concepts for
guide vanes and stators that can increase the stable operating range of
low hub/tip ratio compressor stages. A research stage with a variable
geometry guide vane and two different variable geometry stator vane rows
was designed for test in a 0.5 hub/tip ratio single-stage compressor.
Compressor stage types, characterized by mean radius rotor prewhirl,
were studied to permit selection of a stage that would be best suited for
variable geometry applications. A zero-prewhirl stage was selected because
less rotor prewhirl change was required to meet the vector diagram require-
ments at off-design (high Mach number cruise) operating conditions. Design
point vector diagrams were calculated for the selected stage. The design
rotor tip velocity was approximately 1140 fps and the stage pressure
ratio was 1.32. Vector diagrams were subsequently calculated for off-
design operation, which was defined in the analysis at 70% of design
equivalent rotor speed and 54% of design equivalent flow.
Variable geometry features that could provide the desired vector
diagram adjustments were evaluated conceptually. A variable camber guide
vane, derived from 63 series airfoil sections, was designed to provide
zero-degree rotor prewhirl for design point operation and 35- to 20-degree
(hub/tip) rotor prewhirl for the off-design conditions. The rotor,
comprised of circular arc airfoil sections, was designed with a tip inlet
relative Mach number of 1.15 and a tip diffusion factor equal to 0.382.
Two variable geometry stator configurations, derived from 65 series
airfoil sections, were designed. One stator has a rear flap segment for
trailing edge metal angle control and a fixed forward segment. The other
stator has two adjustable segments for independent control of both leading
and trailing edge metal angle.
INTRODUCTION
Advanced air-breathing propulsion systems require lightweight compact
compressors capable of high performance. These compressors must have a
wide range of operation and a large stall margin, and they should be
insensitive to inlet flow distortion. Advances in compressor technology
have been evidenced by continual increases in rotor speed, stage loading
in terms of D-factor, and reduction in stage length. Although further
improvement is possible through optimizations and improved combinations of
the above parameters, severe aerodynamic and mechanical limitations (such
as increased losses and decreased stall margin) are imposedas a result of
arbitrarily extending any one of the parameters beyond current design
practice. It appears that significant advancementsin compressor technology
require (I) advancedrotor and stator concepts in terms of improved blading
for high flow Machnumbers and loading levels, (2) high lift devices for
stators and rotors, and (3) a more adjustable geometry to extend the stall-
free flow range. Progress in any of these areas mayresult in a sizable
reduction in the numberof compressor stages required for any specific
application and an improved compressor.
A programwas initiated to investigate variable geometry concepts as
applied to the guide vane and stator blade rows in a single-stage, 0.5
hub/tip ratio compressor. Variable geometry inlet guide vanes in the form
of movable flaps and variable chord angle stators have been successfully
applied to operational turbojet engines to improve range capability at
high flight Machnumbers. The objective of the present program is to
investigate the potential of variable geometry features such as variable
camber and adjustable flaps to further increase the stable operating range
of the compressorstages. In addition, the feasibility of combiningvariable
geometry features with high lift devices such as slots was evaluated as
part of the design effort. A secondary objective is to collect blade
element data for design use. This report presents the results of an
analysis conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of variable geometry
features. Oneset of variable geometry guide vanes, a rotor blade row,
and two variable geometry stator vane rows were designed for test. The
design of the supporting single-stage test rig is also described.
A meanline analysis was conducted to determine the stage type that
would be most suitable for the investigation of variable geometry concepts.
Design vector diagrams were established for a rotor with a hub/tip ratio
of 0.5, a tip diameter of approximately 43 in., and blade loading and
Machnumbervalues consistent with current design practice. An analysis
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of the off-design vector diagram requirements for a hypothetical second
stage was also made. Variable geometry features applicable to guide
vanes and stators were then evaluated conceptually, and those that offered
the potential for the required off-design vector diagram adjustment with-
out severe mechanical limitations were selected for more detailed design
evaluation.
Two candidate variable geometry guide vane designs were considered.
The final selection of an inlet guide vane configuration was based on cascade
tests from Reference i. Slot geometry variables for a slotted ststor,
designed to improve turning at high incidence angles, were also evaluated
in the annular cascade (Reference i).
As part of the overall design effort, a detailed evaluation was made
of blading and test rig stress and vibration characteristics. It was
indicated from this study that part-span shrouds would be required for the
flow generation rotor for vibration damping.
The investigation of variable geometry guide vanes and stators will be
conducted in a single-stage compressor test rig that was designed and built
by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for the evaluation of advanced compressor
concepts. This test rig meets the design hub/tip ratio and tip diameter
requirements for the program. Screens for producing radial and circum-
ferential distortions were also designed.
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Statement of the Problem
Advanced compressors for supersonic cruise aircraft must provide
efficient operation over a wide range of equivalent flow and rotor speed.
As flight speed increases above M = 1.0, compressor inlet temperature rises
and equivalent rotor speed decreases, which leads to increased difficulty
in flow matching between the front and rear stages of the compressor.
Figure I shows the movement of the operating point on a typical compressor
map between sea level takeoff (SLTO) or design point and high Mach number
cruise (cruise) or off-design operation. The operating point approaches
the stall line as equivalent flow and speed are reduced.
The variation of operating points between SLTO and cruise conditions
3
is shownin figure 2 on typical pressure rise-flow coefficient character-
istics for front, middle, and rear stages of a fixed-geometry compressor.
The cruise operating point for the front stage is relatively close to the
stall limit, whereas the middle stage operating point undergoes little
change; the rear stage operating point tends to move toward the choke
limit with equivalent speed and flow reduction. The front stages of the
compressor thus present the greatest problem concerning stage matching
at cruise conditions.
This problem is further illustrated by the rotor inlet velocity diagrams
for one radial station in figure 3. This figure illustrates the velocity
vector changescorresponding to first-stage operating conditions. The
shaded area in the left side of the figure represents the stall-free range
of inlet air angle, _i, for the indicated rotor blade. (Symbols are defined
in Appendix A.) Whenthese limits are exceeded, flow separation occurs on
the blade surfaces, resulting in loss of efficiency and possible stage stall,
which may lead to compressor rotating stall or surge. The high Machnumber
cruise vector diagram for a fixed geometry guide vane is indicated by the
dashed line. Because the reduction in equivalent flow (and axial velocity)
from SLTOto cruise conditions is proportionally greater than the reduction
in wheel speed, the rotor blade inlet relative air angle in the diagram
exceeds the stall air angle limit. Thus, the operating range requirement
from design to cruise conditions exceeds the range capability of this rotor
element in the stall direction. Even if the range capability of the stage
were not exceeded, loss in stall margin and efficiency would be highly
probable.
To return the rotor blade inlet relative air angle to the stall-free
region, it is necessary to change the absolute air angle, _i' by the amount,
_i' as shownin the right side of figure 3. This can be accomplished by
incorporating variable geometry features in the guide vane design to pro-
vide the desired guide vane turning at off-design operating conditions.
Figure 3 refers to one radial location of one blade row. Detailed
analysis of this problem for advanced engine compressor design requires
consideration of (i) spanwise variation of rotor prewhirl, (2) multistaging,
(3) Machnumberand loading limitations, and (4) mechanical feasibility.
A preliminary analysis was performed to select a stage type, as characterized
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by rotor prewhirl, that would be best suited for the evaluation of variable
geometry guide vane and stator blade rows in a single-stage compressor.
The rotor for the selected stage was specified to have a hub/tip ratio of
approximately 0.5, blade loading and Mach number values consistent with
current design practice, and a radially constant exit total pressure.
The computer programs used for stage type analysis and subsequent
vector diagram and blade geometry analyses are described in Appendix B.
A description of the stage flowpath geometry and location of axial and
radial calculation stations is also included in Appendix B.
Stage Type Selection
Consideration was given to the type of stage (as characterized by SLTO
design point inlet guide vane swirl angle) that would be best suited for
the application of variable geometry concepts. Of primary concern in this
preliminary analysis was the selection of a design point swirl distribution
that (i) would be generally consistent with the aerodynamic design of a
typical high cruise Mach number compressor front stage and (2) would pro-
vide the most effective adjustment of rotor inlet relative air angle for
a specified change in inlet guide vane geometry.
A meanline analysis was performed using the flowpath geometry and SLTO
performance of a high cruise Mach number production engine compressor front
stage. The purpose of the analysis was to evaluate the influence of SLTO
design point swirl angle on the change in rotor inlet relative air angle
produced by a given change in inlet guide vane turning. A 25-degree change
from the design point guide vane turning, an equivalent rotor speed of
70% of the design speed, and an equivalent flow corresponding to a flight
Mach number of approximately 3.0 st 65,000 ft altitude were also specified.
For this analysis, the SLTO design point swirl angle at the meanline
diameter was varied from -30 to 30 degrees without regard to spanwise
swirl distribution or the influence of swirl distribution on axial velocity
distribution (i.e., the meanline axial velocity was maintained constant
over the range of meanline swirl angles).
Data for the SLTO design point and cruise conditions of this pre-
5
liminary study were as follows:
SLTODesign Point
N/8_8-- = 6700 rpm
W_8--/6= 289.7 ib/sec
P2/PI = 1.40
P1 = 14.69 psia
_i = 518"6°R
_' = O.03
d. = 20.9 in.
d = 43.1 in.o
-30 degrees <__I <_30 degrees
The meanline diameter was defined as
d 2 + d.
0
dm= 2
Cruise
N/p_-- = 4690 rpm
W_-/6 = 164.5 ib/sec
Meanline velocity triangles were calculated for several values of _i
between the limits indicated above. The resulting values of rotor inlet
relative Mach number and air angle, and air turning angle were subsequently
utilized to establish SLTO design point rotor blade leading edge metal angles
from P&WA cascade loss data correlations for circular arc airfoils. The
metal angles corresponded to approximately minimum loss incidence for each
value of _I" Rotor inlet relative air angle and Msch numbers were similarly
calculated as a function of HI for the indicated cruise conditions. The
values of cruise relative air angle and Mach number were combined with the
SLTO rotor blade geometry to determine (from the cascade loss data
correlation) the stable operating range of the rotor at cruise conditions.
The resulting operating range, in terms of rotor inlet relative air angle,
is shown as a function of SLTO swirl angle in the lower curves of figure
4. Stable operating range is defined in this analysis as the range of
relative air angle (or incidence angle) within which the loss coefficient,
_' does not exceed the minimum value by more than 0.04. (Note that this
incidence angle range corresponds to stable operating limits but not
necessarily to acceptably low loss and high efficiency.) The rotor inlet
relative air angle obtained with SLTO design point swirl at cruise con-
ditions (i.e., fixed-geometry stage) is outside the stable cruise operating
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range as shown in figure 4a. When the SLTO design point swirl angle
is increased 25 degrees (as with a variable geometry inlet guide vane),
the resulting relative air angle moves closer to the stable cruise
operating range, as indicated by the dashed curve in figure 4a. This
curve is approximately tangent to the upper limit of stable operation
at a SLTO swirl angle of zero degrees and diverges from the stable
operating range as the SLTO design point swirl angle is increased or
decreased from zero degrees.
Inlet relative Mach numbers for the SLTO and cruise conditions
are shown as a function of SLTO swirl angle in figure 4b. For the
SLTO conditions used in this analysis, the Mach number that corresponds
to zero swirl is 1.12 and increases to 1.4 at -30 degree swirl.
It was considered that negative swirl angles at SLTO conditions would
result in prohibitively high rotor tip velocities, and stage types
characterized by negative swirl were therefore considered unacceptable
for this program. For positive SLTO swirl angles, the effectiveness of
a change in swirl at cruise conditions is seen in figure 4a to diminish
with respect to stable operation as swirl angle increases.
This preliminary analysis thus shows that (i) operation at rotor speed
and flow typical of Mach 3.0 cruise conditions with a fixed-geometry front
stage may be unstable (depending on the SLTO compressor match point),(2)
an increase in swirl angle at cruise conditions tends to restore the rotor
inlet relative air angle to the stable operating region, and (3) the most
effective change in cruise relative air angle produced by a change in swirl
angle is obtained when the SLTO design point swirl angle is zero. These
observations are generally consistent with the results of a more detailed
evaluation of the influence of swirl distribution on rotor inlet conditions
presented in Reference 2. An axial-inlet type stage was therefore
selected for detailed design study.
DESIGN POINT VECTOR DIAGRAM ANALYSIS
The following conditions were specified for the rotor at design
equivalent rotor speed:
i. Zero prewhirl (based on meanline analysis)
2. Tip inlet relative Machnumberof approximately i.i
3. Tip D-factor loading in the range, 0.3 to 0.4
4. Pressure ratio_ 1.35
5. Constant hub-to-tip rotor exit total pressure
Zero rotor prewhirl at design point operation was determined in the
meanline analysis to provide the best improvementof rotor inlet relative
air angle for a specified swirl change at off-design conditions with
respect to an estimated stall limit. A tip inlet relative Machnumberof
approximately i.i was selected in conjunction with the intended use of
circular arc airfoil sections. This Machnumber is near the limit of
reliable cascade design data for the circular arc series airfoil, and
engine compressor experience at this Machnumber level is well documented.
The conservative D-factor loading level, 0.3 to 0.4, was considered for
this program to ensure a wide, low-loss range of rotor operation to permit
evaluation of the variable geometry concepts over as wide a range of flow
and rotor speed as possible. A rotor pressure ratio of 1.35 was selected
as representative of the state-of-the-art for a compressor front stage.
A parametric study was performed to determine the weight flow and rotor
speed that would provide the specified inlet relative Machnumberand D-
factor loading. The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft computer programs described
in Appendix B were used for this study, as well as for subsequent vector
diagram and blade geometry analyses. Streamline curvature, entropy
gradient, and enthalpy gradient effects were included in the design. A
corrected rotor speed of 6050 rpm and a corrected weight flow of 265
ib/sec were selected. The resultant rotor speed tip Machnumberwas 1.15
and the rotor tip diffusion factor was 0.38 based on zero prewhirl conditions.
This analysis defined the velocity triangles for various span locations for
the leading and trailing edges of the rotor.
The design point exit air angle distribution for the stator was selected
to satisfy the inlet requirements of a representative state-of-the-art
second stage. Becausean axial inlet air angle was found in the stage-type
analysis to give the maximumrotor incidence adjustment per degree change
in prewhirl angle, the stator exit angle was selected to return the first-
stage flow to the near axial direction. Thus, the stator trailing edge
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geometry change required to satisfy second-stage inlet requirements at
off-design conditions would be minimized.
The resulting design point vector diagrams for the inlet guide vane,
rotor, and stator, corresponding to radial location of i0, 50, and 90%
of span from the tip, are presented in figure 5. Vector diagrams are
presented for the trailing edge of the inlet guide vane, leading and
trailing edge of the rotor, and leading and trailing edge of the stator.
Radial distribution of stage inlet Mach number, and axial velocity
distributions at the guide vane leading and trailing edge and rotor leading
edge are presented in figure 6. Radial distribution of rotor inlet relative
Mach number, inlet and exit relative air angle, and diffusion factor are
presented in figure 7. Radial distribution of stator inlet and exit air
angle, diffusion factor, and inlet and exit axial velocity are presented
in figure 8. The stator exit air angle is within 5 degrees of the axial
direction, and the stator loading is conservative. The stator tip exit
axial velocity results in a second-stage rotor tip inlet relative Mach
number of approximately i.i.
Additional design point vector diagram data are tabulated in Tables
C-l, C-2, and C-3 of Appendix C. Values are presented for the leading and
trailing edge stations of each blade row.
DESIGN POINT BLADE GEOMETRY
Inlet Guide Vanes
The selection of inlet guide vane geometry for this stage is an
iteration between the SLTO and cruise geometry required to provide the
respective SLTO and cruise swirl distributions. For design point (SLTO)
conditions the IGV turning was zero. The blade sections however were
selected to produce about two-thirds of the turning required for cruise
conditions. The design method of Reference 3 was used to establish the
basic airfoil geometry. The resultant camber varied linearly from 44
degrees at the hub to 38.5 degrees at the tip. The design point and
off-design geometries are obtained by actuating two articulated flaps
to decrease or increase camber. This approach provided reasonably
aerodynamically clean profile shapes for the design and off-design geome-
tries. The axial flow geometry of the variable camber guide vane was
selected to provide nearly zero prewhirl with minimumprofile blockage.
The methodused to determine effective camber and trailing edge metal
angle for the design point geometry is presented in a subsequent section
of this report.
A conservative value of guide vane loss coefficient, 0.143, was used
for stage performance calculations; this was the samevalue that was used
for the high camberedoff-design guide vane position. These loss
assumptions were applied in the performance calculations prior to the loss
coefficient results obtained in the preliminary annular cascade investigation
of a variable camber guide vane (Reference I).
The guide vane row was designed with 20 guide vanes, which provided a
solidity distribution commensuratewith current design practice for a
compressor front stage. Solidity, thickness ratio, and chord length for
the basic airfoil hub and tip sections are as follows:
Hub Tip
Solidity 1.47 0.67
Thickness Ratio 0.09 0.09
Chord Length, in. 4.52 4.52
Additional geometry details of the basic airfoil sections and the design
point guide vane configuration are presented in table C-4 of Appendix C.
Rotor
Circular arc airfoil sections were utilized in the rotor blading design
because of the transonic blade tip inlet relative Machnumbers that will
be encountered at design rotor speed. Circular arc airfoil loss and
deviation data correlations from P&WAcascade tests were available for
the Mach numberrange of interest.
The rotor assembly comprises 34 blades. The selected blade row solidities
and span/chord ratio (mean radius s/c = 2.829) are consistent with current
design practice of a compressor front stage. Hub and tip values of
solidity, thickness ratio, and chord length are tabulated below.
Hub Tip
Solidity 1.52 1.034
Thickness Ratio 0.085 0.030
Chord Length, in. 3.147 4.106
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Rotor leading and trailing edge metal angles and incidence angle
distributions for design point operation are presented in figure 9.
Radial distribution of loss coefficient and deviation angle are presented
in figure i0. Additional rotor blade geometry details are presented in
table C-5 of Appendix C.
The vibration and stress analysis that was conducted for the rotor
indicated that a part-span shroud would be required at a radial location
of approximately 40% of span from the tip to avoid critical resonance
frequencies within the operating speed range of the rotor. The streamline
analysis computer program (Appendix B) was used to determine the streamline
pitch angles at the rotor blade leading and trailing edges at the desired
radial location. The pitch angle of the shroud was selected as the
average of these two angles.
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Figure Ii presents a schematic of the shroud and identifies the aero-
dynamic design parameters. The thickness of the shroud is determined from
structural requirements. The shroud sweep angle and thickness ratio are
determined as a function of the critical Mach number (Mcrit) by means of
an iterative procedure. A critical Mach number (above which the shroud
profile loss increases rapidly) exists for each thickness ratio, and the
sweep angle and thickness ratio were varied until a combination of the two
resulted in a value of M /M equal to or less than 0 8 The shroud
z crit " "
geometry thus defined is tabulated below:
Span Location (LE), percent from tip 40
Thickness, t, in. 0.245
Chord, c, in. 0.930
Pitch Angle, deg 1.80
Sweep, deg 0
Stator
The stator configuration comprises 40 vanes. The design point vanes are
basically 65 series airfoil sections. Solidity, thickness ratio, and chord
length values tabulated below for the hub and tip section are commensurate
with state-of-the-art stator design.
Hub Tip
Solidity 1.372 1.012
Thickness Ratio 0.080 0.080
Chord Length, in. 2.608 3.358
ii
Equivalent circular arc leading edge metal angles were established for
near minimumloss incidence, and trailing edge metal angles were defined on
the basis of the required turning and NASAdeviation. Radial distribution
of leading and trailing edge equivalent circular arc metal angles and stator
incidence angle are presented in figure 12. Predicted design point loss
coefficient and deviation angle distributions are presented in figure 13.
Additional geometry and performance details are presented in table C-6 of
Appendix C. A more detailed description of the design point geometry with
respect to variable geometry features is presented in a subsequent section.
OFF-DESIGNPERFORMANCEANALYSIS
FORDESIGNPOINTGEOMETRY
An analysis was performed to determine the rotor and stator blading
performance for the design point geometry operating at off-design con-
ditions. The off-design rotor speed was selected as 70%of design
equivalent speed,with a corresponding rotor tip velocity, Utip, of
797 fps. Thecorresponding weight flow of 143.3 ib/sec was selected
to be typical of the requirements for supersonic flight.
An indication of off-design performance is obtained from examination
of the match between the calculated incidence angle distribution at off-
design operating conditions and the incidence angle range for which the
loss coefficient does not exceed the value _min ÷ 0.02. The blade
element losses generally increase rapidly beyond this low-loss range,
with an attendant loss in efficiency. Rotating stall maydevelop, which
could lead to compressor surge, if the low-loss incidence angle range is
exceeded in the positive direction over an appreciable part of the span.
The off-design incidence angle distributions for the design point
geometry stage rotor and stator are each comparedwith the corresponding
low-loss incidence angle distributions in figures 14 and 15, respectively.
For both blade rows, the off-design incidence angles are greater than the
upper limit of low-loss incidence over nearly the entire span. The
relatively high off-design incidence angles in the rotor hub region
result from the influence of the design flowpath wall curvature on the
rotor inlet axial velocity distribution.
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The calculated rotor and stage efficiencies for off-design operation
of the design point geometry stage are 76% and 68%, respectively, com-
pared with the design point rotor and stage efficiencies of approximately
92% and 85%, respectively.
Figure 16 shows a plot of the off-design incidence distribution calcu-
lated for a representative state-of-the-art second-stage rotor operating
behind the fixed-geometry first stage at off-design conditions. Com-
parison of the off-design incidence distribution with the low-loss inci-
dence range for this rotor indicates that the tip incidence angle falls
within the low-loss range, whereas the hub incidence angle is above
the upper limit of low-loss incidence. The calculated efficiency of
the second-stage rotor at off-design conditions (with a fixed-geometry
first stage) was 77% compared to the design point efficiency of 89%.
The results of this analysis thus show that stall of the first and
second stages may be encountered when the stages are operated at a
typical high Mach number cruise equivalent rotor speed and flow con-
dition with a sea level static design point fixed geometry.
ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF OFF-DESIGN
IGV TURNING DISTRIBUTION
Three factors were considered in the selection of off-design guide
vane turning distribution;
I. Rotor incidence angle
2. Rotor loading (in terms of static pressure rise coefficient,
ap/q)
3. Spanwise change in stator inlet angle from design to off-
design operation.
The primary objective of this study was to determine the guide vane
swirl distribution that would provide spanwise distribution of low-loss
rotor incidence and acceptable rotor loading at the off-design operating
conditions. A third criterion for the selection of guide vane turning
concerned the relative values of stator hub and tip inlet air angle
change from design point to off-design conditions. From the standpoint
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of avoiding the mechanical complexity associated with a stator having a
variable leading edge metal angle, it would be desirable to minimize the
spanwise variation of this angle change, provided that the first two
criteria are satisfied.
The following linear distributions of guide vane turning were evaluated:
_i Tip, deg _I Hub, deg
0 0
20 15, 25, 35
30 15, 25, 35, 45
For this part of the analysis, the guide vane exit axial velocity for
design point geometry (_I = 0) was assumed constant across the span
(i.e., the local inner wall curvature effect on the velocity gradient
near the ID was not accounted for pending final definition of the flowpath).
The influence of this assumption on the results of the analysis is discussed
in another part of this section. The off-design operating conditions were
those specified in the previous section.
Rotor incidence and loading at the hub and tip sections (90 and 10%
of span from the tip) are plotted in figures 17 and 18, respectively, as
functions of _i hub for the two values of _i tip (_I tip = 20 deg and 30
deg). It is immediately apparent in figure 17 that the rotor hub section
incidence is more controllable than the tip section incidence by changes
in guide vane turning. This is partially attributed to the redistribution
of axial velocity necessary to satisfy radial equilibrium when swirl is
introduced. Figure 19 shows the radial distributions of axial velocity
for three linear swirl distributions, including zero swirl. For both
cases of positive swirl, it can be seen that the axial velocity is pro-
portionally lower in the tip region than in the hub region; thus, more
guide vane turning is required in the tip region to produce a given change
in rotor incidence. The characteristic distribution of rotor inlet relative
air angle for design point conditions (high at the tip and low at the hub)
also contributes to the relative influence of swirl on the hub and tip
section incidence angle change. It can be shown trigonometrically that
there is less change for high inlet relative air angles than there is for
low relative air angles per degree change in swirl angle. Similar results
were obtained in the analysis presented in Reference 2.
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The maximum swirl in this evaluation (30°tip 45°hub ) produced a
rotor tip section incidence change of only -3.6 degrees compared to a change
of about -7.5 degrees required to achieve minimum loss incidence (approxi-
mately in the middle of the low-loss incidence range indicated in figure 17).
The corresponding hub section incidence for this swirl distribution is 6
degrees beyond the negative incidence limit of the hub section low-loss range
indicated in the figure. Any further attempts to reduce tip incidence with
increased swirl angle would only aggravate the situation at the hub section.
ohub 30° tip oSwirl distributions of either 20°tip - 32 or 25 hub would
result in a near-minimum-loss incidence angle at the hub section and about
3 degrees above the low-loss range at the tip section.
The influence of guide vane swirl distribution on rotor loading is
shown in figure 18. The hub section loading is more sensitive to guide
vane tip swirl than the tip section. This result generally follows from
the redistribution of axial velocity (or static pressure) with changes in
swirl distribution when radial equilibrium is satisfied. Loading level
in the tip region does not appear to be a problem for guide vane hub
section exit air angles between 15 and 35 degrees. For hub section swirl
angles above 35 degrees, the low values of loading level reflect an
unacceptably low level of work. Loading levels in the hub region, although
tending toward the upper limit of current design practice, are considered
acceptable because the corresponding inlet relative Mach number is low
(approximately 0.36).
A third consideration for guide vane selection concerns the change
in stator inlet air angle from the design operating point to off-design
conditions. If a variable leading edge stator is used to adjust stator
incidence angle, it would be desirable to maintain the angle change at
the tip, _2 tip' as close as possible to the angle change at the root,
_2 hub' to avoid mechanical complexity. Figure 20 shows the effect
of guide vane swirl distribution on the hub and tip section values of
rotor exit air angle change from design point to off-design conditions.
The points of intersection of the hub and tip section curves in figure 20
indicate swirl distributions of 30°tip - 40°hub and 20°tip - 35°hub that
provide equal changes in the rotor exit absolute air angle at the hub and
tip sections, The rotor incidence and loading values from figures 17 and
15
18 that correspond to these swirl distributions are as follows:
Swirl Distribution im, deg _p/q
Hub Tip Hub Tip
30°tip - 40°hub -i0 4.6 0.45 0.23
20°tip - 35°hub -2.5 5.5 0.62 0.32
The 20°tip - 35°hub swirl distribution is very close to the 20°tip
O
32 hub distribution in figure 17 that provided a hub section incidence
near minimum loss and a corresponding tip incidence that was different from
the best available choice of tip incidence (within the swirl range analyzed)
by only a fraction of a degree. The hub loading value of _p/q = 0.62 was
of some concern, but it was expected that the correction of radial static
pressure gradient to account for the design flowpath inner wall local
O
curvature would reduce this value. The 20°ti p - 35 hub swirl distribution
was selected for further evaluation with wall curvature effects accounted for.
Figure 21 shows the radial distribution of guide vane exit axial
velocity with and without inclusion of effects of local wall curvature.
The reduction of axial velocity in the hub region produced by the curva-
ture resulted in a slight reduction in the static pressure rise coefficient
and a slight increase in the incidence angle in the rotor hub region as
shown in figure 22. The static pressure rise coefficient at the hub
section is seen to be decreased from 0.67 to 0.52. The incidence angle
at the hub section is increased from approximately -9 degrees to -5 degrees.
On the basis of the foregoing analysis, the 20°tip 35°hub guide vane
swirl distribution was selected for the cruise condition. For this guide
vane swirl distribution, the rotor tip still appears critical for the
cruise operation. However, the decrease in loading should result in some
increase in the stall-free range of incidence above those shown in fig-
ures 17 and 22. It is believed that the rotor will operate without stall
at the cruise condition.
CALCULATION OF OFF-DESIGN
STATOR FLOW ANGLES
Stator Inlet Air Angle
The off-design stator inlet air angle distribution for the selected
guide vane swirl distribution was defined on the basis of the known
16
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rotor exit metal angle, NASA deviation angle, and the specified off-design
rotor inlet conditions. The resulting stator inlet air angle distribution
is presented in figure 23. The design point air angle distribution is shown
for comparison. The hub section air angle changed 9 degrees and the tip
section air angle changed 15 degrees from design point to off-design oper-
ation. The changes in the air angle at i0 and 90% span locations are
approximately 15 and Ii degrees, which is only slightly different from
the constant 14-degree change for the same radial locations determined in
the analysis of guide vane swirl in the preceding section. The difference
is due to the influence of flowpath wall curvature (at the guide vane
exit) on the radial distribution of axial velocities, as previously dis-
cussed.
The dashed line in figure 23 is the air angle distribution that
corresponds to the upper incidence angle limit of the low-loss incidence
range (_ _ . + 0.02). The difference between the off-design dis-
mln
tribution and the dashed line indicates the degree of mismatch for a
fixed-geometry leading edge stator.
Stator Exit Air Angle
The stator exit air angle for off-design operation was initially
approximated by determining the range of stator exit air angleS that
provided suitable inlet conditions for the hypothetical state-of-the-
art second-stage rotor. The second-stage rotor inlet conditions were
evaluated in terms of incidence, loading (static pressure rise, coef-
ficient _p/q)_ and stator exit axial velocity. Calculated values of
these parameters corresponding to radial locations near the hub and tip
sections (90 and 10% span, respectively) are presented as functions of
the stator exit air angle in figures 24, 25, and 26. Figure 24 indicates
that the hub (90% span) section of the rotor is within the low-loss
incidence range for stator exit air angles between 26 and 40 degrees.
The tip (10% section) is within its low-loss range ior stator exit air
angles between -4 and 30 degrees. Stator exit air angles between 26
and 30 degrees satisfy the low-loss incidence range at both the hub
and tip section. Because the stator exit air angles at design speed
conditions are nearly radially uniform (within about 3 degrees), the
26- to 30-degree range of stator exit air angles represents approxi-
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mately the range within which a radially uniform angle change from design
to off-design conditions can be madethat will satisfy the second-stage
incidence requirement. The range of loading level, _p/q, encompassed
by this range of stator exit air angles (26 to 30 degrees) is shownin
figure 25. The loading level range corresponding to these air angles
has a maximumvalue of _p/q = 0.415 near the hub and a minimumvalue of
approximately 0.2 near the tip. Axial velocities out of the stator
(figure 26) for the sameexit air angle range are generally between
265 fps at the hub and 355 fps at the tip; these values are within current
design practice. The final selection of the off-design stator exit air
angle, within the range of 26 to 30 degrees, was coordinated with the
evaluation of variable geometry stator design, which is discussed in
the following section. The resulting stator exit air angle distribution
is presented in figure 27. Figure 28 shows the corresponding off-design
incidence angle distribution for the second-stage rotor.
VARIABLEGEOMETRYINLET GUIDE
VANEANDSTATORBLADING
Variable Geometry Concepts
Inlet Guide Vanes
Five of the variable geometry guide vane configurations that were
screened for general aerodynamic and mechanical feasibility are illus-
trated in figure 29. It was considered on the basis of the level of
turning required to restore stable operation at the cruise condition
(_ _ 30 degrees), as determined in the meanline evaluation of stage
types that single-flap guide vane configurations (figure 29) would be
inadequate. A single-flap guide vane would probably encounter high
deviation angles and correspondingly high losses at the high flap angles
that would be required. The addition of a slot in the flap section of
this guide vane configuration was considered as an aid for flow turning
at high flap angles. The offset flap appeared slightly more desirable
from the standpoint of aerodynamic cleanliness at off-design by virtue
of the flow energy addition at the suction surface between the fixed
leading edge section and the flap section. Two alternatives to the
single-flap type of variable geometry were considered jointly by NASA
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and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft: (i) the variable camber and (2) the venetian
blind guide vane concepts shown in figure 29. Although the mechanical
complexity of these two concepts appeared to be greater than that of a
single-flap guide vane, it was considered that they offered greater
potential for the achievement of low-loss high turning. The variable
camber guide vane was configured with a slot between the two articulated
flap sections to aid turning during very high camber operations.
The variable camber and venetian blind inlet guide vane concepts were
evaluated in an annular cascade tunnel to determine their design and off-
design geometry loss as part of the overall design effort (Reference i).
The cascade inlet guide vanes were designed with 63 series airfoil sections
in the camberedposition.
The criterion for selection of one of these two candidate guide vane
designs was midspan total pressure loss, or wake size obtained with the
guide vanes in the axial flow position. Waketotal pressure profiles
for the two configurations are shownin figure 30. The wake profile
for both configurations in the cruise high turning position is included
for comparison. The variable camber guide vane configuration was selected
because it had a significantly lower loss in the axial flow position than
the venetian blind guide vane configuration.
Stators
Preliminary evaluation of stator inlet and exit air angle requirements
for proper stator leading edge and second-stage rotor inlet matching at
design and off-design operation indicated a possible need for independent
control of both the leading and the trailing edge geometry. This con-
sideration precluded the use of variable stagger stator configurations.
Schemes that could accommodate a relatively wide variation of inlet air
angle and provide the required range of exit air angle are shown in fig-
ure 31. The leading and trailing flap scheme was eliminated because of
an undesirable aerodynamic shape in the low camber position, and the
retractable leading edge slat-trailing edge flap scheme was eliminated
because of the mechanical complexity of the retractable slat. The third
scheme, shown in figure 31, involves a double-flap stator. Except for
the requirement of a dual actuation system, the double-flap stator was
not considered a complex mechanical design. The last two schemes, shown
19
in figure 31, incorporate a flap for control of the exit air angle. The
fourth scheme uses a solid forward section, whereas the fifth scheme
has a slot near the leading edge of the fixed forward section to aid
flow turning at high incidence angles. The double-flap stator and
single trailing edge flap stator (which could be designed with or with-
out a slot pending the evaluation of off-design incidence angles) were
selected for the test program.
The slotted stator configuration was investigated in an annular
cascade rig, as part of the overall design effort, to determine the
effectiveness of a slot near the leading edge at high incidence angles
(Reference I). Three slot configurations, located at approximately 20%
chord from the leading edge, were evaluated. The test stators were
65 series airfoil sections with a chord length of 6.5 in. For these
tests, an off-design incidence angle of approximately 15.5 degrees was
selected, and the trailing edge metal angle of the stators corresponded
to the design point mean radius value. (The stator was tested without
a flap.) 0nly a slight reduction in loss coefficient resulted from the
addition of a slot.
An exploratory cascade test was performed concurrently at the NASA
Lewis Research Center with a similarly slotted stator having a flap.
The results of these tests indicated that the slot produced a negligible
influence on the wake size when the flap section was rotated to unload
the airfoil. This suggested that the stator incidence range might be
sufficiently increased to accommodate the higher off-design incidence
condition without the aid of a slot. It was therefore decided to design
and test the single-flap stator initially without a slot.
Variable Geometry Inlet Guide Vane Design
The 63 series airfoil sections were selected for the inlet guide
vane because of the relatively high turning required at off-design
operating conditions. The variable camber guide vane was required to
provide axial inlet flow at design rotor speed and 35-degree hub and
20-degree tip turning at 70% of design rotor speed, with a low profile
loss at both conditions. The 63 series airfoils have demonstrated low
losses at moderately high values of turning.
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A basic 63 series guide vane was designed with 44-degree hub and
38.5-degree tip camber distribution, which represented about two-thirds
of the camber required for off-design turning. The design method of
Reference 3 was used to establish the blade geometry. The basic guide
vane design was slightly modified by extending the midspan camber lines
of the fixed forward segment and the first flap to the hub and tip
and slightly modifying the hub-to-tip camber distribution of the rear
flap section. These modifications were made to alleviate hinge line
problems that would be encountered with twist. Hub, midspan, and tip
sections of the basic airfoil, as modified, are shown in figure 32. The
axial flow and high turning (cruise) geometries are obtained by actuating
the two articulated flaps to decrease or increase camber from the basic
guide vane design values. This approach provided reasonably aerodynam-
ically clean profile shapes for the design and off-design geometries.
The slot that is formed between the two articulated flap sections is
provided to aid flow turning at high camber angles. The slot width
increases as camber angle increases, thus permitting a progressive
increase of slot flow to energize the boundary layer on the suction
surface of the rear flap section. The radial distribution of leading
and trailing edge metal angle and the chord angle are presented in
figure 33 for the unmodified and modified basic airfoil sections.
The axial flow (design point) position of the guide vane was selected
on the basis of providing nearly zero radial swirl distribution and
minimum profile blockage. The 63 series airfoil design data (Reference 3)
were used as a guideline to establ_sh the design point and off-design
camber angle distribution. For the design point geometry, the basic
guide vane is effectively uncambered 19.6 degrees (a change in trailing
edge metal angle from the modified basic airfoil design position). The
center segment of the guide vane was rotated (uncambered) 12.67 degrees.
Because the metal geometry terms of the variable camber guide vane in the
axial position are not related to the corresponding terms used for the
basic airfoil design, it was necessary to redefine an effective chord
angle, camber, and trailing edge metal angle. An effective chord angle
was defined as the line connecting the same leading and trailing edge
points as those of the modified basic airfoil. Figure 34 shows the hub,
midspan, and tip sections of the guide vane in the axial position. The
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midspan effective chord line was aligned with the compressor axis,
resulting in hub and tip chord angles of 1.5 degrees and -1.5 degrees,
respectively. From Reference 3, the corresponding values of camber angle
are 5 degrees and -5 degrees; and the corresponding values of trailing edge
metal angle are i degree and -i degree. The deviation angle associated
with this level of camber and metal angle is less than i degree. This re-
suited in a predicted hub-to-tip air angle distribution of approximately
0 degree to -2 degrees, which was considered acceptable in conjunction
with the low-loss profile requirement.
The selected camber distribution that was expected to produce the
required air angle turning (35 degree hub 20 degree tip) at off-design
operation was 57.2 degrees at the hub to 48.2 degrees at the tip. This
reflects a camber (trailing edge metal angle) increase of ii degrees
over the modified basic airfoil camber. The center segmentwas rotated
7.33 degrees (to increase camber). Hub, midspan, and tip sections of the
off-design guide vane geometry are shown in figure 35. The guide vane
linkage was designed to accommodatehigher camber angles (up to 15 degrees
more than the cruise camber) to ensure adequate rotor prewhirl capabilities
at off-design conditions.
A constant loss coefficient of 0.143 was used for both the design
point and off-design guide vane configuration for the purpose of stage
performance calculations. This high level of loss was intended to
reflect profile irregularities of the design point geometry and the high
turning loss of the off-design geometry. The losses subsequently measured
in the annular cascade investigation (Reference i) were substantially
lower than the value assumedfor design calculation purposes.
Chordal locations of the pivot points for the articulated flap
sections were based on consideration of structural integrity, mechanical
complexity, and aerodynamic cleanliness of the design and off-design
geometries. The final vane design, showing the flap pivot sections, is
presented schematically in figure 36. Sections V-V and D-D in figure 36
illustrate the extent of vane surface irregularity that results from the
linkage design. These irregularities extend 1.7% of the span from the
outer wall and 2.0% span from the inner wall. The contours at all other
span locations are similar to section E-E. Section E-E shows the formation
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of a nearly full-span slot between the two flap sections as the camber
angle increases. This slot is intended to aid turning at the high camber
angles. The trailing and leading edges, respectively, of the first and
second flap were configured to produce a slot geometry consistent with
the slot design technique defined in Reference 4. The slot is partially
open in the design point geometry position to reduce circulation in the
slot cavity on the pressure surface. Additional geometry details for
the off-design guide vane configuration are presented in table C-4 of
Appendix C.
Variable Geometry Stator Design
Design Point Geometry
The single trailing edge flap stator (Stator A) was designed with
65 series airfoil sections. Values of aspect ratio, solidity, and
thickness ratio were selected according to current design practice for
similar stages. Leading and trailing edge metal angles were determined
for the specified inlet and exit air angles using P&WA 65 series airfoil
cascade loss and deviation data correlations. The selected leading edge
metal angle corresponded closely with the minimum loss incidence. Hub,
midspan, and tip sections of the Stator A design point geometry are shown
in figure 37.
The double-flap stator configuration (Stator B) design point geometry
was also developed from 65 series airfoil sections; the vanes were
designed to preserve as much as possible of the basic 65 series airfoil
shape. Pursuant to this objective, the two flap segments were selec-
ted to have approximately the same chord length and an overlap of 15%
of the basic 65-series chord length, as shown in figure 38. The leading
edge of the forward flap is identical to the basic 65-series airfoil up
to 30% of the forward flap chord. The geometry of the remainder of the
forward flap was generated by combining the thickness distribution for a
65-series airfoil (having a chord length equal to the flap chord and
thickness at 30% chord as defined by the basic airfoil) with the basic
airfoil suction surface contour. For the rear flap, the uncovered section
(55% to 100% of the basic airfoil chord) is identical to the basic 65-
series airfoil geometry. A NACA-4-digit series airfoil shape was used for
the covered leading edge section (40 to 55% basic chord) to permit low-loss
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operation over a wide range of incidence angles. To obtain the leading
edge contour, it was assumed that the thickness at the interface of the
basic 65-series airfoil part of the rear flap and the leading edge section
of the rear flap was the maximum thickness of a 4-digit airfoil, which
would occur at 30% of the 4-digit airfoil chord. With the arbitrarily
selected overlap of 15 percent it was then possible to determine the
thickness distribution for the rear flap leading edge section. The camber
of this section was selected to provide (i) slightly negative incidence
on the rear flap in the cruise position and (2) a smooth blend with the
65-series part of the rear flap. A 4-digit airfoil camber angle of 35
degrees (NACA m4 meanline) satisfied these two criteria with a minimum of
blending at the interface. Hub, midspan, and tip sections of the resulting
Stator B design point geometry are shown in figure 39. A 0.015-in. slot
was provided between the forward and rear flaps of Stator B in the design
point configuration to reduce recirculation in the pressure surfac_ cavity
that is formed by the two flap sections.
Additional design point geometry details common to both Stators A
and B are presented in table C-6 of Appendix C.
Off-Design Geometry
The low-loss incidence range for the off-design geometry stators was
defined as the low-loss range of a conventional 65 series airfoil section
having a camber distribution commensurate with the off-design flow turning
requirement and NASA deviation. Figure 40 shows the low-loss incidence
angle range thus defined and the incidence angle distribution of the
design point geometry stators operating with off-design guide vane swirl
conditions. Figure 40 indicates the incidence mismatch of the fixed-
geometry leading edge Stator A configuration at off-design conditions.
The off-design angle setting of the forward flap of the Stator B
configuration was selected to provide a suitable distribution of
incidence angle within the low-loss incidence range shown in figure 40.
The minimum and maximum change in leading edge metal angle possible
within the low-loss range are governed by the hub and midspan sections.
A maximum angle change of 10.5 degrees is the limit at the hub section,
and an angle change of 7.8 degrees is the minimum limit at 60% span.
A flap angle change of 9 degrees was selected, which provides hub and
tip region incidence angles close to the minimum loss incidence.
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The off-design trailing edge metal angle requirements for both
variable geometry stator configurations were the same. The trailing
edge metal angle was evaluated in terms of the corresponding stator
exit air angle near the hub and tip (90 and 10%span sections) and in
terms of the second-stage rotor total pressure ratio and efficiency,
as functions of the stator trailing edge metal angle change. For this
study, three values of chord taper ratio, Ctip/Croot, were included
to provide sufficient data for the evaluation of possible problem areas,
such as slanted hinge lines, severe camberdistribution, and/or blade
twist. The results of the study are summarizedin figures 41 and 42.
It can be seen in both figures that the chord taper ratio has little
effect on the calculated results. (The chord taper ratio for design
point geometry is 1.287.) In figure 41, it is seen that the desired
range of exit air angles (26 to 30 degrees) determined in the section,
"Calculation of Off-Design Stator Flow Angles," for off-design operation
is provided by a very limited range of trailing edge metal angle changes
(25.5 to 27 degrees).
A flap angle change of 26 degrees was selected to stay within the
second-stage low-loss rotor incidence limit at the hub and tip section.
The resulting second-stage rotor incidence distribution (figure 28)
tends to unload the tip region, which should tend to improve the stall
margin of the representative second stage. Hub, midspan, and tip section
views of the off-design stator configurations are presented in figures 43
and 44.
In figure 42, the pressure ratio and efficiency of the second-stage
rotor are seen to decrease with increasing flap angle change, or, as the
rotor incidence becomesmore negative. (If the calculations were con-
tinued in the direction toward zero flap angle change, the pressure rise
would level off and subsequently decrease, and the efficiency would
decrease.) The second-stage rotor pressure ratio and efficiency for the
26-degree stator flap angle changeand chord taper ratio of 1.287 are 1.09
and 92.8%, respectively.
Off-design geometry and predicted performance data for the two
stator configurations are presented in table C-6 of Appendix C.
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DISTORTION SCREENS
The effects of radial and circumferential inlet flow distortion on
overall stage performance will be evaluated under the program. The dis-
tortion requirements are as follows:
i. Radial: Outer two-fifths of the annulus area
2. Circumferential: 90 degrees of the annulus
3. Velocity Distortion: (Vma x - Vmin)/Vma x = 0.237.
The velocity distortion specified above was calculated on the basis
of a total pressure distortion of 0.15 at an average Mach number of 0.60.
An average total pressure that satisfies continuity was determined for
the required radially distorted profile, and the maximum and minimum
velocities were subsequently calculated assuming a constant radial static
pressure.
The radial distortion flow conditions for the single-stage rig flow-
path are illustrated in figure 45. The distortion screens are located
at the forward flange of the inlet case for convenience of installation
and modification. The required velocity distortion will be measured at
instrumentation station 0. The distortion screen configuration was
determined in the following three steps:
i. Calculation of the total pressure distortion at the station
0 Mach number condition (M = 0.426). This is the total
pressure to be generated at the screen station assuming
isentropic flow and no mixing across the two parts of the
distorted profile between the screen location and station 0.
2. Calculation of the equivalent velocity distortion for the
Mach number condition at the screen location (M = 0.426).
3. Calculation of the required screen area (height) on the
basis of the predetermined flowrates in both parts of the
distorted profile and the velocity distribution determined
in step 2.
The average Mach number immediately downstream of the screen was
determined in the above steps, and it was assumed that this average Mach
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number existed immediately ahead of the screen. The calculated total
pressure loss in step i was:
p - p
max min
P
max
= 0. 067
For the average Mach number of 0.370 just ahead of the screen,
p - e .
max mln
1/2 pV 2
= 0.770
The screen porosity, according to data presented in NACA CB No. L5F28
for the above pressure loss and average Mach number conditions, was 32%.
Screen pressure drop data correlations obtained at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
resulted in a porosity value of 34%. The screen framework design permits
the use of either single or double screens. A total screen equivalent
porosity of 35% will be used initially.
For the circumferential distortion screens, a similar analysis was
conducted and an initial equivalent porosity of 35% will be used.
MECHANICAL DES IGN
Inlet Guide Vane
The variable geometry guide vane configuration, shown in figure 46,
comprises a stationary leading edge section and two articulated flap
sections. The leading edge section is brazed to the inner and outer cases
and functions as a bearing support structure and as a conduit for bearing
oil and instrumentation leads. The two variable-position flap sections
are moved by a single actuation ring that is attached through a spherical
bearing to a hinge pin common to both flaps. The hinge pin translates
through an arc-shaped slot in the outer case wall (Section C-C in fig-
ure 46). The slot is sealed by the vane platform located at the tip sec-
tion of the rear flap (Section A-A). Each vane assembly is radially
spring loaded at the forward flap hinge axis to provide friction damping
of both flaps and to hold the rear flap platform seal in position against
the outer case wall. Motion of the rear flap relative to the forward
flap is achieved by means of a fixed pivot point located at the end wall
sections of the rear flap (Section D-D).
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The maximum stress calculated for the fixed forward vane section due
to static loads of the rotor, centerbody, and slip ring assembly was
7100 psi, with a negligible corresponding deflection. The maximum aero-
dynamic load calculated per vane assembly was less than 25 ibf, which
results in negligible stresses in the airfoil or hinge sections. The
hinge pins, fabricated from high strength steel and coated with dry film
lubricant, were designed as large as practicable to provide adequate
bearing and wear surfaces. The actuation ring is fastened in position to
the case by means of six bolts. Repositioning of the actuation ring is
accomplished manually with no airflow through the rig.
First and second bending vibration frequencies were calculated for
the three elements of the inlet guide vane. The leading edge section
indicated a resonance frequency of 420 cps for first bending, requiring
a rotational speed of over three and a half times the 110% design speed
to excite the vane. Because all other calculated resonance frequencies
were higher than those for the leading edge section, no vibration problems
are anticipated for any portion of the inlet guide vane.
Rotor
Blade Attachment
The rotor disk/blade assembly is shown in figure 47. An existing
rotor disk and dovetail blade attachment design was used. The blade hub
section was designed with a platform that approximates the contour of the
flowpath wall. Rotor blade attachment stresses, calculated for a rotative
speed of 6655 rpm (110% of design speed), are summarized in table i. The
combined tensile and bending stress is sufficiently within the indicated
0.2% yield point stress of the AMS 5613 fabrication material.
Table i. Rotor Blade Attachment Stresses
Bearing Shear Tensile Bending
Calculated stress, psi 53,500
0.2% yield point stress, 101,500
psi (AMS 5613 stain-
less steel)
25,800 20,700 55,900
101,500 101,500 101,500
Combined
Tensile and
Bending
76,600
101,500
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The calculated steady-state stresses for the rotor disk resulted in
an average tangential stress of approximately 44,000 psi at 6655 rpm. The
tangential stress represents a disk burst margin of 250% and a yield margin
of 195% for the AMS 6304 fabrication material. Disk sections between the
blade attachment cutouts were also analyzed for bending and torsion,
resulting in calculated stresses of 57,800 psi and 35,500 psi, respectively.
Airfoil Stress and Vibration Characteristics
Steady-state stresses due to centrifugal forces and aerodynamic loading
at 6655 rpm were calculated for blade element sections at ii radial loca-
tions. Gas bending stresses were calculated at the leading and trailing
edges and on the convex surface at the point of maximum thickness. The
restoring effect of the centrifugal forces that tends to reduce the gas
bending stresses was considered in the analysis. The net gas bending
stress and the tensile stress were added to give the total blade stress.
The results of these calculations are presented in table 2. The maximum
combined stress of 57,900 psi is within the design limit of the blade
material (AMS 5613).
Table 2.
Calculated stress, psi
0.2% yield point stress,
psi (AMS 5613 stain-
less steel)
Rotor Blade Steady-State Airfoil Stresses
Tensile Gas Net Gas Combined
Bending Bending Tensile and
Bending
43,000 31,200 14,900 57,900
101,500 101,500 101,500 101,500
T_e results of blade vibration calculations are presented in figure 48
in terms of vibration frequency as a function of rotor speed. The rotor
disk and blades were treated as a combined unit for these calculations.
Included in figure 48 are curves of rotor frequency factor, E = rpm/60.
Initial values of blade vibration frequency, calculated for unshrouded
rotor blades, indicated a first bending vibration mode that was very
close to twice the rotor frequency (2E) over the rotor speed operating
range. This condition is considered operationally unsafe because of
possible 2E excitation sources. With the addition of a shroud at 40%
span from the tip, the blade vibration frequency was increased to a level _
of approximately 350 to 400 cps, which corresponds to rotor frequency
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factors of 3.5 to 7E at the maximum and minimum rotor operating speeds,
respectively. Because the probability of encountering detrimental
excitation frequencies is relatively low at rotor frequency factors of
3E and above, it was decided to incorporate 40% span shrouds in the rotor
blade design. The calculated vibration frequencies for combined bending
and torsion modes are at a high E-factor level and no problems are anticipated
with these modes.
!
Values of reduced velocity parameter, K _ (Vl/C_) and incidence
!
correlation parameter, f(_l),were calculated for rotor speeds of 70 and
100% of design speed. These values are compared in figure 49 with flutter
data acquired from engine and component testing of circular arc airfoils.
The position of the two calculated points with respect to the experimentally
established flutter region for similar blading indicates no apparent blade
flutter problem.
Stator A
The stator having a fixed-position forward section and rear section
flap is shown in figure 50. Machined platforms at the end of each vane
forward section are mechanically fastened to the stator inner and outer
shrouds. The inner wall platform contains a drilled hole for the flap
section pivot pin. The outer shroud contains the hole for the flap outer
wall pivot pin. This arrangement permits precise radial alignment of the
pivot pins during the initial assembly. The flap section is spring
loaded at the inner wall pivot pin. A Teflon washer is provided at the
flap outer wall pivot pin joint to minimize air leakage and friction.
The flap actuation ring is fastened to flap actuation levers through
spherical ball joints. The spring and spherical joint are incorporated
in the design to eliminate linkage backlash.
The actuation levers are attached to the flap outer wall pin by means
of self-locking taper joints, which permit precise vane alignments.
The calculated airfoil bending and shear stresses were approximately
I0,000 and 150 psi, respectively. The maximum calculated vane spindle
attachment stress was 18,500 psi.
The calculated first bending and torsion vibration frequencies were
545 cps and approximately 2200 cps, respectively. These frequencies do
not correspond to any significant sources of excitation.
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Stator B
The double-flap stator is shown in figure 51. The flap outer wall
pivot pins are supported in a single piece outer shroud and split inner
shroud to facilitate assembly. Eccentric bushings are provided for both
flap inner wall pins and for the forward flap outer wall pin to permit
proper relative positioning of the two flap sections during initial assembly.
The flap inner wall pins are spring loaded, and the flap outer wall pin
shoulders rotate on Teflon washers. The outer wall pin ends are tapered
for self-locking attachment to the flap actuation levers. The forward
and rear flap sections have independent actuation mechanisms. The actua-
tion ring and lever for the rear flap section are those used for the
slotted, single-flap stator configuration.
Stress calculations for the double-flap stator configuration resulted
in the same magnitudes of airfoil bending and pin shear stresses as those
calculated for the single-flap stator.
First bending frequencies calculated for the forward and rear flap
sections were 200 and 285 cps, respectively. Although 200 cps corresponds
to 2E (2 times the rotor frequency) at design speed, this condition is
less consequential for the stator than for the rotor, and vibration problems
are not expected. The rear flap first bending frequency and the first
torsion frequencies for both flap sections do not indicate any vibration
problems.
Compressor Test Rig
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (FRDC) compressor research test rig,
available for the experimental evaluation of variable geometry guide vanes
and stators, was designed to simulate the aerodynamic environment of the
front stage of a state-of-the-art compressor. Figure 52 shows a sectional
view of the test rig. The test rig comprises a bellmouth inlet section,
guide vane, rotor, and stator case sections, and an exhaust diffuser
system. The exhaust system is designed with a series of radial flow vanes
for overboard dumping of part of the airflow to accommodate flowrates up to
330 ib/sec using the existing compressor test stand exhaust system. The
flowrate is controlled by means of 24 motor-driven throttle vanes located
upstream of the overboard dump section.
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The rotor assembly is supported by a forward (roller) bearing that pro-
vides radial support and a rear (ball) bearing that provides both radial
and axial support. Front bearing radial loads are transmitted to the outer
case by means of stationary leading edge sections of the inlet guide vanes.
These sections contain bearing oil and instrumentation lead passages. Rear
bearing radial and thrust loads are transmitted to the outer case by means
of eight struts located downstream of the throttle valve.
Stiff and flexible bearing critical rotative speeds were calculated
for the combined drive turbine and compressor shaft system with the
following results:
Vibration Mode Critical Speed_ rpm
Stiff Bearing
First Bending i0,000
Flexible Bearing
First Bending 7,000
Bounce 5,900
Tilt 6,400
Although the calculated bounce and tilt vibration modes are nearly
equal to the 90 and 110% design rotor speed operating conditions, respectively,
no vibration problems are expected because of the relatively low amplitude
of these vibrations. To substantiate this conclusion, an 0.8 hub/tip ratio
compressor research rig was operated over a narrow range of speeds that
encompassed the calculated bounce mode frequency for the rig, and only a
0.0005-in. (double amplitude) increase in rig vibration amplitude was
observed.
Compressor Test Facility
The compressor test facility is shown in figure 53. Primary components
of the facility are a J75 slave engine, a two-stage exhaust ejector system,
a turbine drive system, and an ASME standard inlet duct. The J75 engine
supplies exhaust gases to the turbine to drive the compressor or to the
exhaust ejectors for operation in a nonrotating mode. The turbine drive
system is rated at 7000 maximum horsepower at 8500 rpm. The two-stage
exhaust ejector system can maintain over i00 ib/sec airflow through the
compressor test rig when rotating stages are not installed and the turbine
drive system is disengaged.
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Air enters the compressor test section through a 78-ft inlet duct, a
plenum chamber, and a bellmouth inlet, and exhausts either directly to the
atmosphere or through the two-stage ejector system. The airflow rate is
measured in the inlet duct using a thin plate orifice. The inlet duct and
plenum chamber are mounted on a track and can be rolled away from the
compressor rig to facilitate test configuration and instrumentation changes.
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APPEND IX A
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
2
Flowpath annular area, in.
Chord length, in.
Diffusion factor
Rotor speed frequency, rpm/60
Incidence angle, deg (based on equivalent circular
arc meanline)
Reduced velocity parameter, V_/c
Meridional plane
Mach number
Static pressure, psia
Pressure equivalent of the velocity head, psia
Blade spacing, in.
Blade span, in.
Blade maximum thickness, in.
Rotor speed, ft/sec
Velocity, ft/sec
Actual flowrate, ibm/sec
Air angle, deg (from axial direction)
Flow turning angle
Flow angle in meridional plane
Blade-chord angle, deg
Ratio of total pressure to NASA standard sea level
pressure of 2116 psf
Deviation angle, deg
Adiabatic efficiency
Ratio of total temperature to NASA standard sea level
temperature of 518.7°R
Blade metal angle, deg (based on equivalent circular
arc meanline)
Density, lbm/ft3
Solidity, c/S
Blade camber angle, Kle - Kte, deg
Torsional vibration frequency, cycles/sec
Total pressure loss coefficient
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Subscripts
0 Guide vane inlet
i Rotor inlet
2 Rotor exit
2A Stator exit
le Leading edge
te Trailing edge
m Meridional component
z Axial component
Tangential component
Superscripts
' Relative rotor blade
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AND FLOWPATH MODEL
Computer Programs
Two computer programs are utilized to model axial flow compressor
aerodynamics: (i) Axial Flow Compressor Calculation and (2) Streamline
Calculation Deck. The functions of these two programs are summarized
in the succeeding paragraphs.
Axial Flow Compressor Calculation (AFCC)
This computer program calculates the entrance and discharge conditions
for each blade row of an axial flow compressor. The calculation is required
to satisfy the equation of motion for an axisymmetric flow at each of
these transverse planes with the assumption that the streamline curvature
in the meridional plane may be neglected. Thus, the radial distribution
of static pressure reflects swirl velocities but does not account for
wall curvature. Radial velocity components, although not calculated,
may be introduced as an input item to the program. The program is
provided with optional subroutines to calculate the loss coefficient,
minimum loss incidence angle, and unstalled operating range, for all of
the compressor blade types currently in use at P&WA, at relative Mach
numbers up to 1.5. At higher Mach numbers, these data must be specially
input. Various methods of calculating deviation angle are also provided
as subroutines.
rihe program has the capacity to iterate to a solution along several
optional paths. The two major paths permit (i) the selection of blade
metal geometry that satisfies input vector diagrams and (2) solution
of the flow field for arbitrary blading, thus permitting solution of
both the "design" and "off-design" problems.
Streamline Calculation Deck
Many variations of this computer procedure are in use for the solution
of specific flow problems. The basic procedure, however, permits the
calculation of an axisymmetric flow field for a specified flow annulus
89
containing rotor and stator blade rows. The major difference between
this and the AFCCprogram is that the equations of motion are herein
solved, including those terms reflecting the influence of streamline
curvature in the meridional plane on the radial static pressure gradient.
Flowpath Description
The flowpath geometry for the single-stage investigation of variable
geometry inlet guide vane and stators was designed to resemble the front
stage of a state-of-the-art compressor. Axial spacing of the blade rows
was slightly increased beyond engine compressor design practice to
accommodateinstrumentation. The flowpath is shown in figure B-I. The
entrance section consists of an outer wall bellmouth and conical inner
wall inlet followed by a constant area section to the inlet guide vane
leading edge. The inner wall diameter increases from 18.72 in. at the
guide vane inlet to a diameter of 25.60 in. at the stator exit. The
outer wall converges slightly from a diameter of 43.20 in. at the guide
vane trailing edge to a diameter of 42.10 in. at the stator exit.
Location of the rig instrumentation stations and the pertinent axial and
diametral dimensions are indicated in figure B-I°
The design flowpath model shownin figure B-2 indicates the axial
and approximate radial stations at which the blade row design and
supporting calculations were performed. The meridional streamlines shown
correspond to the final design point meridional streamlines. Streamline
analysis calculations were performed at the indicated instrumentation
stations and at the leading and trailing edges of each blade row. (The
dashed vertical lines at the rotor hub and stator tip leading and trailing
edges in figure B-I are the axial stations that were used to represent
the leading and trailing edges of these two blade rows.) The calculated
vector diagram data presented graphically in the body of this design
report and tabulated in Appendix C refer to the intersections of leading
and trailing edge axial stations and design meridional streamline segments
that pass through the leading edge of each blade row at i0, 30, 50, 70,
and 90%span from the tip (figure B-2). The diameters of these stream-
line segments at the leading and trailing edges of each blade row are
tabulated in table B-I.
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APPENDIX C
TABULATED VECTOR DIAGRAM
AND BLADE GEOMETRY DATA
Calculated vector diagram data for design point and off-design
velocity triangles are presented in tables C-l, C-2, and C-3. The
velocity triangles are in planes that contain the meridional velocity
vector, V (figure C-I). The reference axial and radial locations for
m
the tabulated vector diagram data are, respectively, the blade row lead-
ing and trailing edges and meridional streamline segments that pass
through the blade row leading edges at i0, 30, 50, 70, and 90% span from
the tip.
Blade element geometry and performance data are presented in
tables C-4, C-5, and C-6. Leading and trailing edge metal angles are
referred to two-dimensional cascade convention. Camber, incidence, and
deviation angles correspond to the meridional streamline segments de-
scribed above.
Calculated overall performance data are presented in table C-7.
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Table C-7. General Design Performance Data
Design Point
Rotor Pressure Ratio, P2/PI
Stage Pressure Ratio, P2A/Po
Rotor Efficiency, _ad - %
Stage Efficiency, Ta d - %
Corrected Rotor Speed, N/V_- - rpm
Corrected Weight Flow, W_0--/6 - ib/sec
Corrected Specific Weight Flow, W_/_ - - Ib/sec-ft 2
6A
Off-Design
Rotor Pressure Ratio, P2/PI
Stage Pressure Ratio, P2A/Po
Rotor Efficiency, Ta d - %
Stage Efficiency, Ta d - %
Corrected Rotor Speed, N/_/e-
Corrected Weight Flow, Wv_--/_
Corrected Specific Weight Flow,
rpm
- Ib/sec
W_F0- _ ib/sec-ft 2
_A A
i01
1.351
1.321
92.2
85.1
6050.0
265.0
32.0
1.137
1.132
93.5
90.2
4235.0
143.3
17.28
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